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When you require a machine for the maintenance 
of green areas or the management of vegetation 
you should look no further than Spearhead.

With the most extensive range of products in its 
market sector, and a heritage and reputation built 
on providing professional solutions; Spearhead 
really is the first choice for all of your Rotary 
mowing needs.

Encompassing a selection of working widths 
between 1.6 metres and 8.2 metres across twelve 
models there is sure to be a machine to suit your 
requirements. The machines are linkage mounted 
up to 4.3 metres with three trailed units of 4.6 
metres, 6.2 metres and 8.2 metres at the top end 
of the range.
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*Dependent on machine specification  ** Dependent on conditions*Dependent on machine specification  ** Dependent on conditions

RI 80 BARRIER MOWER AGRICUT

Cutting width 1.8m (5’ 11”) 2.7m (8’ 10”) 2.4m (7’ 10”)

Overall width 2.0m (6’ 6”) 3.0m (9’ 9”) 2.7m (8’ 9”)

Transport width 2.0m (6’ 6”) 3.0m (9’ 9”) 1.9m (6’ 1”)

Machine weight* 290kg 430kg 550kg

Gearbox rating 50hp 50hp 60hp

Cutting range 30 – 150mm (1”– 6”) 30 – 150mm (1”– 6”) 30 – 150mm (1”– 6”)

Number of rotors 1 2 2

Number of blades 2 4 4

PTO protection Shear bolt Shear bolt Shear bolt

PTO speed 540rpm 540rpm 540rpm

Tractor power required** 35hp 45hp 50hp

Cutting width 0.8m (2’ 7”)

Overall width 2.0m (6’ 6”)

Transport width 2.0m (6’ 6”)

Machine weight* 60kg

Gearbox rating N/A

Cutting range

Number of rotors 1

Number of blades 2

PTO protection Hydraulic relief

PTO speed Hydraulic

Tractor power required** 40 l/min @ 60 bar

Specification RI 80 BARRIER MOWER
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Specification AGRICUT 180 AGRICUT 270 AGRICUT 240 OFFSETFeatures
  0.8 metre cutting width

  Hydraulically driven

  40 l/min @ 60 bar minimum tractor 
requirement

  High performance motor

  Heavy duty construction

  Category 2 linkage

  Left, right or dual hand build options

  Spring loaded break away protection

  Adjustable break away pressure

  2 metre drive hoses

Overview

The RI 80 is the perfect tool for cutting under fence wires, 
crash barriers, solar farms or around trees in orchards. 
Below the spring-suspended free-hanging plate are two 
strong up-draft blades that cut the grass. The blades are 
protected by a standard anti-scalp disc that prevents the 
blades to contacting the ground and suffering damage.

The machine is fitted with sprung break away protection 
which can be continuously pressure adjusted, allowing 
the machine to work around the lightest of posts without 
knocking them over.

Overview

The Agricut Series is Spearhead’s entry level topper offering 
combining reliability, performance and value for money, and is 
ideal for vegetation maintenance in agricultural and amenity 
applications. 

Benefiting from a smooth deck, the streamlined design is both 
sleek and easy to clean, whilst the free swinging special high-lift 
blades reduce shock loading through the drivetrain and provide 
suction to lift the material into the cutting zone. Cut height is 
easily adjusted by the simple movement of two parabolic skids 
mounted either side of the deck.

With working widths from 1.8 to 2.7 metres, including a 2.4 
metre offset model the Agricut is ideal for those seeking a high 
output topper at an economical price.

Features
  1.8, 2.4 and 2.7 metre cutting widths

  35hp minimum tractor power requirement

  Heavy duty gearboxes

  High output shaft driven rotors

  All steel smooth top deck construction

  Unique lower link floatation

  Category 2 linkage

  High-lift blades

  Shear bolt protection

  Adjustable skids

  2.4 metre offset model



Overview

The Destroyer is a formidable machine designed to cut  
and pulverise heavy scrub and forestry re-growth. 

The heavy duty Destroyer features a 12 millimetre steel 
deck fabricated to the highest standards coupled with a 
70 millimetre gearbox mounting point both of which are  
fully reinforced to protect against any metal fatigue.

The drive is taken through a massive bevel gearbox;  
continuous rated at 150hp with a four plate slip clutch  
for shock protection.

Beneath the deck are three huge free swinging blades 
weighing 7kg each and all performing like spinning axes  
with a tip speed of 83 metres per second.
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Cutting width 2.8m (9’ 1”)

Overall width 2.9m (9’ 7”)

Transport width 2.9m (9’ 7”)

Machine weight* 620kg

Gearbox rating 70hp

Cutting range 10 – 200mm (½”– 8”)

Number of rotors 3

Number of blades 6

PTO protection Shear bolt

PTO speed 540rpm

Tractor power required** 50hp

Cutting width 1.9m (6’ 3”)

Overall width 2.1m (6’ 11”)

Transport width 2.1m (6’ 11”)

Machine weight* 1080kg

Gearbox rating 150hp

Cutting range 25 – 225mm (1”– 9”)

Number of rotors 1

Number of blades 3

PTO protection Slip clutch

PTO speed 1000rpm

Tractor power required** 100hp

Specification DESTROYER SCRUB CUTTER 

*Dependent on machine specification  ** Dependent on conditions*Dependent on machine specification  ** Dependent on conditions

Specification  PASTURE TOPPER

PASTURE TOPPER DESTROYER
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Features
  1.9 metre cutting width

  100hp minimum tractor power requirement

  Heavy duty 150hp gearbox

  Four plate slip clutch protection

  All steel 12 millimetre deck construction

  Adjustable skids

  Dual edged blades for bi-directional cutting

  3 x 7kg heavy duty cutting blades

  Rear bull bar

  Ideal for reverse drive

Overview

The Spearhead Pasture Topper is ideal for vegetation 
maintenance in agricultural and amenity applications. 

The machine features a modern monocoque deck design 
that is amongst the strongest on the market with box section 
reinforcement at both the front and rear. The drivetrain is 
continuously belt driven to provide extensive output and a 
blade tip speed of over 80 metres per second with further 
versatility provided by front or rear tractor mounting and an 
optional castor wheel kit.

Blades are free-swinging and manufactured from hardened 
spring steel whilst featuring the standard Spearhead high-lift 
fin with an overlap arrangement that produces a stripe free 
quality finish.

Features
  2.8 metre cutting width

  50hp minimum tractor power requirement

  Heavy duty construction

  Versatile double input gearbox

  High strength floating linkage

  Belt driven rotors

  All steel construction

  Shear bolt protection

  Adjustable skids

  Optional castor wheel kit
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Spearhead is world renowned for the Multicut 
Rotary Mower range.

Having built a reputation for quality design, 
robust build, and exceptional output, the 
Multicut range is the leader in its field.

With working speeds of up to 16km/h the 
Multicut is a large capacity machine suitable 
for work on almost all types of terrain 
meaning it is not only the choice of farmers; 
but also that of the military, airports, race 
courses and large plantations worldwide.

MULTICUT SERIES
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Overview

The Multicut 300 is of extremely robust construction, designed 
and built in Great Britain, specifically for the rigorous conditions 
of set-aside, general mowing and scrub clearance.

The twin rotors, each with massive double blade holders and 
robust 13 millimetre thick spring steel blades are capable of 
cutting and mulching scrub up to 80 millimetre thickness. The 
floating linkage combined with the wide full length skids and 
trailing wheels follow the most uneven ground contours.

Shaft drive throughout ensures a positive transmission of 
maximum efficiency and total reliability. The special high-lift 
blades combined with the unique design of the under-deck 
gives a uniform full width, fanned spread of mulched mowings, 
leaving a very professional finish.
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Overview

The Multicut 160 and 200 are the toughest rotary swipes of 
their kind; designed and manufactured in Great Britain without 
any compromise on quality to provide a heavy duty and robust 
vegetation maintenance machine. 

Featuring the unique high lift HD3 blade arrangement with 
three 13 millimetre thick blades, these specialist models are 
suitable for cutting and mulching scrub and vegetation of up 
to 80 millimetre in diameter. With full length skids, floating 
linkage and rear gauge wheel the Multicut 160 and 200 give a 
consistent cut on even the most undulating ground.

Specification MULTICUT 160 MULTICUT 200

Cutting width 1.6m (5’ 3”) 2.0m (6’ 7”)

Overall width 1.8m (5’ 9”) 2.1m (6’ 11”)

Transport width 1.8m (5’ 9”) 2.1m (6’ 11”)

Machine weight* 520kg 610kg

Gearbox rating 110hp 110hp

Cutting range 50 – 250mm (2” – 10”) 50 – 250mm (2” – 10”)

Number of rotors 1 1

Number of blades 3 3

PTO protection Slip clutch Slip clutch

PTO speed 540rpm 540rpm

Tractor power required** 40hp 45hp

Features
  1.6 and 2.0 metre cutting widths

  40hp minimum tractor power requirement

  Heavy duty 110hp gearbox

  Slip clutch protection

  All steel deck construction

  Full length wear skids

  High-lift blades

  Adjustable rear gauge wheel

  3 x heavy duty cutting blades

  Optional swipe chain kit

Cutting width 2.9m (9’ 4”)

Overall width 3.0m (9’ 10”)

Transport width 3.0m (9’ 10”)

Machine weight* 1050kg

Gearbox rating 130hp and 111hp

Cutting range 10 – 350mm (½” - 14”)

Number of rotors 2

Number of blades 4

PTO protection Knocking clutch and rubber shock absorber

PTO speed 1000rpm

Tractor power required** 50hp

Specification MULTICUT 300 

*Dependent on machine specification  ** Dependent on conditions*Dependent on machine specification  ** Dependent on conditions

MULTICUT 160 & 200 MULTICUT 300
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Features
  2.9 metre cutting width

  50hp minimum tractor power requirement

  Heavy duty 130hp input gearbox

  Double rubber shock absorbing driveline 
protection

  All steel deck construction

  Full length wear skids

  High-lift blades

  Anti-scalp rotor protection dishes

  4 x heavy duty cutting blades (2 per rotor)

  Two adjustable rear gauge wheels



Overview

The Multicut 460 has an award winning heritage of reliability 
and performance that sets it apart from the rest. Each 
rotor carries three high-lift swinging blades to provide an 
exceptionally clean cut and even spread of material.

The robust, sprung steel blades will produce a fine finish on 
amenity parkland and paddocks or cut and mulch heavy set-
aside and light scrub with ease.

The durability designed into this mower makes it the first 
choice of intensive users throughout the world where reliability 
is paramount.
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Cutting width 4.3m (14’ 1”)

Overall width 4.5m (14’ 9”)

Transport width 2.1m (6' 11'')

Machine weight* 1450kg

Gearbox rating 100hp

Cutting range 20 – 320mm (¾” – 13”)

Wing work angle 45º up / 15º down

Number of rotors 3

Number of blades 6

PTO protection Slip clutch

PTO speed 1000rpm

Tractor power required** 70hp

Cutting width 4.6m (15’ 1”)

Overall width 4.8m (15’ 9”)

Transport width 2.8m (9’ 2”)

Machine weight* 2310kg

Gearbox rating 250hp, 116hp and 111hp

Cutting range 25 – 400mm (1” – 16”)

Wing work angle 45º up / 15º down

Number of rotors 3

Number of blades 9 or 18

PTO protection Slip clutch

PTO speed 1000rpm (540rpm option)

Tractor power required** 70hp

Specification MULTICUT 460 Specification  MULTICUT 430

*Dependent on machine specification  ** Dependent on conditions

Features
  4.3 metre cutting width

  70hp minimum tractor power requirement

  Hydraulically folds to transport width of 1.9m

  Slip clutch protection

  Accurate height control via rear castor wheels

  Puncture resistant laminated tyres

  Anti-scalp rotor protection dishes

  6 x heavy duty cutting blades (2 per rotor)

  Floating linkage

  Replaceable full length side skids

Overview

The Multicut 430 is an entry level, mounted wide area mower 
capable of high output in varied conditions from parkland to 
open pasture.

The machine features three rotors, each with double blade 
holders and robust 13 millimetre thick spring steel blades 
capable of cutting and mulching scrub up to 80 millimetre 
thickness. The special high-lift blades combined with the unique 
design of the under-deck provide a uniform full width, fanned 
spread of mulched mowings, leaving a very professional finish. 

Like its smaller siblings the Multicut 430 incorporates floating 
linkage combined on this model with wing float. Height 
adjustment is achieved via four trailing wheels and replaceable 
side skids offer protection on the most uneven ground contours.

MULTICUT 430 MULTICUT 460
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Features

  4.6 metre cutting width

  70hp minimum tractor power requirement

  Heavy duty 250hp input gearbox

  Heavy duty 116hp and 111hp rotor gearboxes

  Slip clutch protection

  8 pneumatic rear wheels

  Anti-scalp rotor protection dishes

  9 x heavy duty cutting blades (3 per rotor)

  Floating wings

  Rear lighting kit

*Dependent on machine specification  ** Dependent on conditions



Cutting width 6.2m (20’ 4”)

Overall width 6.4m (21’ 0”)

Transport width 2.8m (9’ 2”)

Machine weight* 2850kg

Gearbox rating 250hp, 116hp and 111hp

Cutting range 25 – 400mm (1” – 16”)

Wing work angle 45º up / 15º down

Number of rotors 5

Number of blades 15 or 30

PTO protection Slip clutch

PTO speed 1000rpm

Tractor power required** 90hp

Specification  MULTICUT 620Features
  6.2 metre cutting width

  90hp minimum tractor power requirement

  Heavy duty 250hp input gearbox

  Heavy duty 116hp and 111hp rotor 
gearboxes

  Slip clutch protection

  8 pneumatic rear wheels

  Anti-scalp rotor protection dishes

  15 x heavy duty cutting blades (3 per rotor)

  Floating wings

  Rear lighting kit

Overview

The extra output Multicut 620 folding wing mower sets the 
standards in cutting performance with a total of 15 heavy duty 
cutting blades as standard ensuring the finest chop in fine 
grasses through to light scrub.

The evenness of spread from the five rotors is unrivalled leaving 
a clean finish and high output unmatched by competitive three 
rotor machines of the same width.

With a six gearbox driveline, each with slip clutch protection, 
the power is evenly spread to deliver exceptional reliability and 
durability. The high output 6.2 metre cutting width enables 
over 6 hectares per hour to be cleared and the compact 2.8 
metre transport width ensures that transport between sites is 
safe and efficient.

*Dependent on machine specification  ** Dependent on conditions

MULTICUT 620 MULTICUT 820
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Overview

When it comes to performance the high output Multicut 820 
will go way beyond your expectations delivering a massive 8.2 
metres of cutting width to effectively eat your way through 
the workload.

Match the Multicut 820 with a powerful tractor and output 
upwards of 90 hectares per day is achievable.

The Multicut 820 is robust in construction like its smaller 
Multicut 620 and Multicut 460 siblings, and in addition is 
also configured with full width walking axles and hydragas 
suspension to reduce shock loading. Featuring a six gearbox 
driveline, each with slip clutch protection, the power is evenly 
spread to deliver exceptional reliability and durability across 
the full cutting width.

Cutting width 8.2m (26’ 11”)

Overall width 8.4m (27’ 7”)

Transport width 2.8m (9’ 2”)

Machine weight* 4330kg

Gearbox rating 250hp, 141hp and 111hp

Cutting range 25 – 400mm (1” – 16”)

Wing work angle 45º up / 15º down

Number of rotors 5

Number of blades 15 or 30

PTO protection Slip clutch

PTO speed 1000rpm

Tractor power required** 150hp

Specification MULTICUT 820 Features

  8.2 metre cutting width

  150hp minimum tractor power requirement

  Heavy duty 250hp input gearbox

  Heavy duty 141hp and 111hp rotor gearboxes

  Slip clutch protection

  8 pneumatic rear wheels

  Anti-scalp rotor protection dishes

  15 x heavy duty cutting blades (3 per rotor)

  Floating wings

  Rear lighting kit

*Dependent on machine specification  ** Dependent on conditions



MULTICUT BLADE SYSTEMS MULTICUT OPTIONS

CUTTING CHAIN KIT
(DESTROYER, MC160, MC200)

WIDE WHEEL UPGRADE
(MC430, MC460, MC 620)

HIGH HITCH
(MC460, MC620)

HYDRAGAS SUSPENSION
(MC460, MC620)

SWIVEL EYE
(MC460, MC620)

6, 8 OR 21 SPLINE
PTO

WALKING AXLE
(MC460, MV620)

K80 HITCH
(MC460, MC620, MC820)

FLAP KIT
(MC460, MC620, MC820)

MULTICUT 160/200 MULTICUT 300 MULTICUT 430 MULTICUT 460/620/820 – HD3

Anti-scalping  
blade pan protection 6 blades for  

improved mulching

2 cutting planes  
for a double cut

Up-draught blades 
lift material into the 

cutting zone

Hardened 
long bades

Overview

A key feature of the Spearhead Multicut range is 
the heavy duty winged high-lift blade, designed 
to provide ultimate lift, suction and chopping 
capabilities. Each machine is designed with the 
optimum number of blades per rotor specifically to 
increase output within your mowing operation. 

MULTICUT 460/620/820 – HD6
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RANGE AGRICUT  AGRICUT  AGRICUT  PASTURE  
TOPPER

DESTROYER  MULTICUT MULTICUT MULTICUT MULTICUT MULTICUT MULTICUT MULTICUT

SPECIFICATION Agricut 180 Agricut 270 Agricut 240 
Offset

Pasture Topper Destroyer  
Scrub Cutter

Multicut 160 Multicut 200 Multicut 300 Multicut 430 Multicut 460 Multicut 620 Multicut 820

Cutting width 1.8m (5’ 11”) 2.7m (8’ 10”) 2.4m (7’ 10”) 2.8m (9’ 1”) 1.9m (6’ 3”) 1.6m (5’ 3”) 2.0m (6’ 7”) 2.9m (9’ 4”) 4.3m (14’ 1”) 4.6m (15’ 1”) 6.2m (20’ 4”) 8.2m (26’ 11”)

Overall width 2.0m (6’ 6”) 3.0m (9’ 9”) 2.7m (8’ 9”) 2.9m (9’ 7”) 2.1m (6’ 11”) 1.8m (5’ 9”) 2.1m (6’ 11”) 3.0m (9’ 10”) 4.5m (14’ 9”) 4.8m (15’ 9”) 6.4m (21’ 0”) 8.4m (27’ 7”)

Transport width 2.0m (6’ 6”) 3.0m (9’ 9”) 1.9m (6’ 1”) 2.9m (9’ 7”) 2.1m (6’ 11”) 1.8m (5’ 9”) 2.1m (6’ 11”) 3.0m (9’ 10”) 2.1m (6' 11'') 2.8m (9’ 2”) 2.8m (9’ 2”) 2.8m (9’ 2”)

Machine weight* 290kg 430kg 550kg 620kg 1080kg 520kg 610kg 1050kg 1450kg 2310kg 2850kg 4330kg

Gearbox rating 50hp 50hp 60hp 70hp 150hp 110hp 110hp 130hp and 111hp 100hp 250hp, 116hp  
and 111hp

250hp, 116hp  
and 111hp

250hp, 141hp  
and 111hp

Cutting range 30 – 150mm  
(1” – 6”)

30 – 150mm  
(1” – 6”)

30 – 150mm  
(1” – 6”)

10 – 200mm  
(½” – 8”)

25 – 225mm  
(1” – 9”)

50 – 250mm  
(2” – 10”)

50 – 250mm  
(2” – 10”)

10 – 350mm  
(½” - 14”)

20 – 320mm  
(¾” – 13”)

25 – 400mm  
(1” – 16”)

25 – 400mm  
(1” – 16”)

25 – 400mm  
(1” – 16”)

Number of rotors 1 2 2 3 1 1 1 2 3 3 5 5

Wing work angle – – – – – – – 45º up / 15º down 45º up / 15º down 45º up / 15º down 45º up / 15º down

Number of blades 2 4 4 6 3 3 3 4 6 9 or 18 15 or 30 15 or 30

PTO protection Shear bolt Shear bolt Shear bolt Shear bolt Slip clutch Slip clutch Slip clutch Knocking clutch and  
rubber shock absorber

Slip clutch Slip clutch Slip clutch Slip clutch

PTO speed 540rpm 540rpm 540rpm 540rpm 1000rpm 540rpm 540rpm 1000rpm 1000rpm 1000rpm  
(540rpm option)

1000rpm 1000rpm

Tractor power required** 35hp 45hp 50hp 50hp 100hp 40hp 45hp 50hp 70hp 70hp 90hp 150hp

* Dependent on machine specification

** Dependent on conditions

RANGE MULTICUT  
 

MULTICUT  
 

MULTICUT  
 

OPTIONS Multicut 460 Multicut 620 Multicut 820

Wide wheel upgrade   –

Centre section walking axle bogeys  
(in exchange for fixed axle bogeys)

  ■ ■

Wing section walking axle bogeys  
(in exchange for fixed axle bogeys)

– ■ ■

Hydragas suspension   ■

Multicut HD6 blade system   

540rpm PTO drive system  – –

Swivel towing eye   ■

K80 Towing Hitch   

High Hitch   –

6 Spline input PTO   

8 Spline input PTO   

21 Spline input PTO   

Front flap kit – – 

	Optional Equipment

 ■ Standard Equipment

 – Not available

 OPTIONS SPECIFICATION
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